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Abstract

We consider the problem of sequence generation with limited data. We use physics
informed generative adversarial networks (PI-GAN) to tackle this problem. PI-
GAN integrates a transition function module in the generator part that can itera-
tively construct the sequence with only one initial point as the input. The model
is fully auto-regressive, with the predictive distribution of each point conditioned
on the previous points. When applied to real-world scenarios, we show that our
model outperforms various baselines.

1 Introduction

Sequential data widely exists in the real world, such as the trajectories of animals, the spread
of a disease, or physical kinetics data. The sequence generation problem can be formulated
as follows. Let {si}Ni=1 be a set of N training examples. Each example is a sequence where
si = 〈si,1, si,2, ..., si,Ti

〉. The goal is that given an initial point sj,1, the model could generate
the whole sequence xj as sj = 〈sj,1, sj,2, ..., sj,Tj

〉. For example, as shown in Fig 1, in a damped
pendulum system, variables q and p changes with time t. The model aims to predict the sequence of
< q, p >, given only an initial data point.

Figure 1: An example of sequence generation in a pendulum system. The variables q and p corre-
spond to position and momentum coordinates. The physics-based model (blue) represents an ideal
friction-free curve of (q, p). However, as there exist frictions, the ground truth (red) shows a spiral
shape. By comparison, the PI-GAN (green) learns to predict a more accurate sequence of (q, p) then
the baseline model (orange).
Sequence data generation has received much research attention [11]. On one hand, many differ-
ent neural models have been proposed, including variational autoencoder [12], recurrent neural nets
[10, 32, 16, 28], and Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) [8]. On the other hand, these mod-
els are used to generate different categories of sequences, including images [12], text [11], music
audios [23, 8], and markov chains [26, 14]. In this paper, we focus on generating a special type
of sequence data, scientific-process data. Different from the previously mentioned sequence data
types, these data are usually generated according to a backend physical generative process (e.g.,
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physical laws). Hence, instead of using pure data-driven models as in previous studies, we propose
to incorporate the physics model into the modeling process.

Recently, there are an increasing number of studies trying to incorporate physics into machine learn-
ing models. These studies can be categorized as below. (1) Physics-constraint machine learning.
Some of them [24, 19, 18, 27] use the physics-based prior knowledge as regularization or constraints.
Other works [9, 7, 21] use the physics constraint to filter out some data samples according to the
scientific knowledge. The main drawback of these works is that physical laws is not always aligned
with real-world observations. Different from these methods, our proposed model assumes there
are two independent components in the state transition, observed scientific process and unobserved
stochastic process. Hence, our proposed model utilize two separate cells (transition cell and scien-
tific model cell) to model them correspondingly. (2) Physics-informed machine learning. These
works improve the learning process more generally and efficiently. [2, 22, 3, 29, 20, 17] design
hybrid-models, which concatenate or stack the data-driven models and scientific models together
to map from the input to the output. [5, 30] design structured interactive graph neural networks
using the relational inductive bias to reason about the relationships between objects in physical sys-
tems. Their applications are limited to graph structured problems. Physics informed neural networks
(PINN) [25, 31] incorporate the physical laws in the loss function of the neural nets. However, PINN
require the prior information exists employing known governing laws expressed by partial differen-
tial equations. Different from these hybrid-models, our model uses a GAN-like structure, which will
push the generator to learn a transition model that satisfies both the data and the scientific model.

In this paper, we propose to incorporate physics into data-driven models to tackle the sequence gen-
eration problem with limited data. Motivate by the adversarial training process of GAN, we propose
to encode physics priors into GAN framework. By constructing an additional physics-based dis-
criminator upon the original GAN framework, we impose a weak supervision signal of physics prior
into the model. Moreover, to iteratively generate sequences, we explicitly model the transition func-
tion inside the generator. The neural networks parameterized transition function takes the current
state as input and predicts the next state. The model can generate a whole sequence by iteratively
constructing the samples. PI-GAN forms a novel adversarial framework with incorporated prior
knowledge. We demonstrate the effectiveness of our model on a variety of tasks.

2 Method

Problem 1 (Physics-Informed Sequence Generation) GivenN training examples {si}Ni=1, where
si = 〈si,1, si,2, ..., si,Ti〉. The goal is to build a model y that given any initial point sj,1, we could
iteratively construct the whole sequence sj as sj = 〈sj,1, sj,2, ..., sj,Tj 〉. In addition, we could
utilize a physics-based prior knowledge model Tρ(·|s).

Generator. As shown in Fig 2a, given a sequence of training samples, st, st+1, ..., st+n, we for-
mulate the training process as the setting of time series prediction. Given previous ground-truth
data points, e.g. st, the generator learn to output the state after m steps, ŝht+m. We first use
a neural network to parameterize the transition function as Tθ(·|s). We assume that Tθ is rela-
tively easy to sample from and it is a valid transition kernel for any choice of θ, i.e., it satisfies∫
S
Tθ(st+1|st)dst+1 = 1. By iteratively applying Tθ for m steps, we could get ŝdt+m. The transi-

tion kernel function is parameterized by a 2-layer MLP. The generator ouputs ŝht+m as the prediction
of st after m steps.

Discriminator-1. The discriminator-1D1(x) distinguishes the generated samples and the samples
given by physics-based model estimations. As is shown in Fig 2a, the discriminator-1 takes input
as two pairs: (st, ŝht+m) as the generated data pair, and (st, ŝ

p
t+m) as the physics-based data pair.

Discriminator-1 pushes the generator learns the physics distribution.

Discriminator-2. The discriminator-2 D2(x) distinguishes the generated samples from real data
distribution. As is shown in Fig 2a, the discriminator-2 takes input as two pairs: (st, ŝht+m) as the
generated pair, and (st, st+m) as the real one. Discriminator-2 pushes the generator learns the real
distribution.
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2.1 Objective Function

In the original minmax game setting, training GAN resembles minimizing Jensen-Shannon diver-
gence between the true data distribution P and the approximation model distribution Q. In addition,
we can generalize the objective to a whole family of divergences, parameterized by a probability
0 < π < 1.

JSπ[P |Q] = πKL[P |πP + (1− π)Q] + (1− π)KL[Q|πP + (1− π)Q] (1)

The original GAN is trained on balanced samples from the generator and the real data with the
probability π = 1

2 . By adjusting the sampling probability from the data and generator, we could
approximately optimize towards the generalized objective function, Eq. 1.
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Figure 2: (a) PI-GAN framework. Given training samples st, st+1, ..., we train the model as follows.
First, given st, the Generator would generate ŝht+m, where m denotes the step size. Then, for the
discriminator-1, we use the physics-based model to predict ŝpt+m after m steps. We feed the physics
pair (st, ŝ

p
t+m) and the generated pair (st, ŝht+m) to the discriminator-1. For the discriminator-2, we

feed the fake pair with the real pair (st, st+m). We iteratively update the generator, discriminator-
1, and discriminator-2. (b) Illustration of the testing process. Given one initial start point st, the
generator iteratively generate the whole sequence

PI-GAN objective. Similarly, the approximated training objective of PI-GAN can be derived as
follows,

JSD[P1|Q,P2|Q] = π[P1|πP1 + γP2 + (1− π − γ)Q]

+γ[P2|πP1 + γP2 + (1− π − γ)Q]

+(1− π − γ)[Q|πP1 + γP2 + (1− π − γ)Q], (2)

where P1 is the real data distribution, P2 is the physics distribution, and Q is the approximation
model distribution. We sample from the discriminator-1 with probability γ, from the discriminator-
2 with probability π, and from the generator with probability (1− π − γ).
Initially, we set γ = π = 1

3 , i.e., sampling from the P1, P2, and Q with probability 1
3 . Gradually, γ

decays to zero and the π increases to 1
2 . In this way, we first train the model utilizing the physics-

based knowledge. In the end, we update the model towards the true data distribution.

2.2 Training and Testing

Different from classical GAN training and testing procedure, in this section, we would like to elab-
orate on the modifications of the training and testing of PI-GAN as a sequence generation model.
For training, we feed all st as ground-truth values. The model learns to predict each of the st+m
accurately given st. However, during the testing process, we adopt a sequence generation manner.
We only feed the s0 (the start point) to the model and let the model iteratively construct the whole
sequence. Then we evaluate the re-constructed chain with the ground truth. Note the testing process
is different from the traditional time series prediction paradigm.
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2.3 Model Generalizability

The only required condition in our proposed model is that there is a physics-based model which
is in the form of a transition function, i.e. Tρ(·|s). Hence, our proposed model could easily adapt
to different tasks. We also show the effectiveness of our proposed model in different domain in
section 3.

3 Experiments

3.1 Domains and Datasets

• Pendulum [13]. This dataset describes the Hamiltonian dynamics of a pendulum system. The
physics-based model is as follows:

H = 2mgl(1− cos q) +
l2p2

2m
(3)

•Mass-spring [13] This dataset describes the Hamiltonian dynamics of a spring system. The ana-
lytical equation for this spring system is used as the domain knowledge model, as below:

H = 2mgl(1− cos q) +
l2p2

2m
(4)

• Ebola [1] This dataset contains the total number of probable, confirmed and suspected Ebola cases
and deaths in South Africa. The underlined physics-based model is the SIR disease model1. SIR
shows the change of infection rate over time.

3.2 Compared Methods

We compare PI-GAN with the following baselines: (1) Physics-based Model: For each of the task,
we use the corresponding physics-based model; (2) LSTM [4]: Following the recent success of
recurrent neural networks, LSTM model has been used to generate the sequences; (3) GRU [6]:
Recently proposed gated recurrent unit (GRU) has been applied successfully in many domains; and
(4) GAN [15]: GAN has been one of the most successful generative model in the field. We adopt
the classical vanilla GAN achitecture.

Table 1: Overall results. We use the rooted mean squared error (RMSE) as our metric.
Physics-based Model LSTM GRU GAN PI-GAN

Pendulum 0.8124 0.4073 0.4079 0.254 0.0714
Spring 0.7801 0.3575 0.348 0.2762 0.189
Ebola 516.2698 961.433 1005.9346 573.91 223.89

3.3 Overall Performance

In order to verify the effectiveness of our proposed method, we conduct experiments on multiple
domains and datasets. The results are shown in Table 1. As expected, our proposed method PI-GAN
outperforms all the baselines on all datasets. In all these datasets, the deep learning based methods
usually achieves better results than physics based method. Further, though other deep learning
methods experience unstable results on different datasets, PI-GAN consistently performs the best.

4 Conclusion

To summarize, we proposed a novel framework of sequence generation with physics prior encoded
GAN. In order to generate sequences, we explicitly model the transition function inside the genera-
tor, which is parameterized by a neural network. By utilizing the transition function, the generator
is able to predict one state at a time. Ultimately, the generator is able to construct a whole sequence

1https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Compartmental_models_in_epidemiology#The_SIR_model
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with complex structures. For the future work, we hope to extend the experiment setting to more
complicated scenarios with more system dynamics. We would also like to explore beyond the scope
of sequence generation.
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